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That night, Samuel seized the day to return to Cloud City. It was early in the morning. 

He involved his residence on Hill Suite quickly, hoping Yvonne had not incorrect Han Jun for 

him. Otherwise, the consequences would certainly be beyond Samuel’s creativity. 

Lydia and also the others were still resting. Samuel did not see any individual in Yvonne’s 

area, as well as there was no Han Jun. This made Samuel’s heart cool to the extreme. 

Since the two of them were not in your home, where would certainly they go? 

The noise of the door opening up disturbed He Ting. When she found Samuel, she said 

directly, “You don’t have to look for Yvonne. 

He Ting’s tone was extremely cool as well as there was also a hint of disapproval in it. 

Samuel understood that Han Jun must have done something that upset He Ting. 

” Aunt He, where is Yvonne?” Samuel asked. 

In He Ting’s eyes, Samuel and Han Jun coincided individual. Normally, she would certainly 

not tell Samuel where Yvonne was. 

” Samuel, how did you end up similar to this?” He Ting asked in confusion and also temper. 

At this time, Lydia and Godfrey also went downstairs. When they saw Samuel, they were so 

angry. 

” Samuel, you bastard. Exactly how dare you come back? Get out of right here,” Lydia stood 

on the stairs and claimed. Godfrey did not risk to go downstairs, due to the fact that both of 

them had been defeated by Han Jun. They did not risk to obtain also close to him. 

” Did something actually happen?” 

Han Jun, you damn fool! 



Samuel took a deep breath and clinched his hands. After leaving the suite, Samuel went to 

Hex Capital Club. 

They had simply completed their company in Hex Capital and also had not closed the door 

yet. Manfred and also Johann did not rest either. As a result of what had taken place to 

Samuel, both of them were deeply bothered. 

” Manfred, Johann.” 

Listening to the voice, Manfred and Johann transformed their heads at the same time. 

However, it was evident that they had a cautious expression on their faces. 

” Who are you?” Manfred asked. 

” There’s nowhere worldwide that I can find. I’m right here as the master of Hengshan 

Mountain. If you don’t unlock, I hesitate I’ll get fake smoke,” Samuel stated. 

He accelerated his footprints and also strolled to Samuel’s side. Shattering his hand on 

Samuel’s shoulder, he said, “Fuck, you’re back! 

” Yvonne?”. 

” Did she see this?”. 

If that held true, the worst-case scenario could not have taken place yet. 

” What’s going on? Where is Yvonne?” Samuel asked. 

Manfred told Samuel the whole story and informed him regarding Yvonne’s living in Linda’s 

house. 

After understanding that Han Jun had forced Yvonne, Samuel’s murder intent was 

unstoppable. It did not truly occur. 

” Who exactly is he?” Manfred asked. 

” My bro, Han Jun,” Samuel claimed. 



Yvonne called me as well as stated that it was extremely most likely to be your twin 

brothers. Manfred claimed in confusion. 

Samuel briefly did not wish to disclose anything relating to the issue of the Hannigan 

household. Samuel had actually long considering that stopped caring concerning this status. 

” Help me locate him,” Samuel stated. 

 


